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, with increased file size, larger punctuation, better spacing, adjustable line and paragraph spacing and tab indentation.#ifndef BOOST_MP11_VECTOR_HPP_INCLUDED #define BOOST_MP11_VECTOR_HPP_INCLUDED // Copyright 2017 Peter Dimov // Distributed under the Boost Software License, Version 1.0. // See accompanying file LICENSE_1_0.txt or copy at // #include #endif //
#ifndef BOOST_MP11_VECTOR_HPP_INCLUDED It seems some online sites, such as Google, are becoming increasingly concerned with what people are searching for. Google has recently been concerned that users are only searching for material that is deemed as ‘pornographic’. Recently the Internet giant has taken a more proactive approach to stopping people who are looking for such material.
The majority of these sites are rated as adult by the Internet rating system. Google has been trying to stop people searching for such material. It is increasingly likely that this may lead to a situation where when people search for ‘adult’ sites, they may see a pop up message that appears when searching for pornographic content. This appears when you try to search for any ‘adult’-related content on the
web. The message will indicate that the site you are trying to view may be inappropriate and may not be suitable for under 18s. Google is hoping that this measure will lead to less paedophiles searching for such sites. Since September, Google has been monitoring what its users are searching for and what the searches are directed at. The company found that a huge majority of searches of material
which is deemed to be ‘pornographic’ and ‘adult’ were conducted by people aged between 13-18. It is likely that the proportion of the teenagers searching for such material will decrease as a result of this message popping up. It is also possible that people will be more aware of the consequences of their searches. It will stop people 82157476af
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